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Dordt ranks in top twenty-five
by Karla Kamp
"Where is Dordt College?" "Why do
you go to school in the middle of a
cornfield?"
"Can anything good
come out of Northwest Iowa?" These
are questions that Dordt students have
to battle against whenever they
explain where they go to college.
However, the situation is changing;
last year's basketball
success in
Kansas City answered the question,
"What's a DonIt?" for many people in
the athletic field, and just this week
U.S. News and World Report ranked
Dordt College twenry-first out of 418
regional liberal arts colleges. Dordt is
on the move.
U.S. News and World Report's
investigations
as reported in the
October 10, 1988, issue were based on
four main criteria: I )The quality of
the student body, based on 1987's
incoming freshmen's ACT and SAT
scores, and the percentage of freshmen
who had been in the top 25% in their
high school class standing 2)faculty
quality, determined by the number of
faculty with doctorates, the stUdent-tofaculty ratio, the amount of funds
allotted per student for instruction,
"including," according to the article,
"its largest and most important
segment, faculty salaries,"
3)the
amount of money spent on resources
4 )the retention of freshmen who return
as sophomores and graduates with
four-year degrees. Dordt was placed
in
the
category
labelled
"regional
liberal arts colleges,"
characterized as being less selective in
recruiting as compared to rational
liberal arts colleges and who primarily
award baccalaureate degrees in arts

and sciences.
Looking at the criteria on which the
rankings were based, one may be
amazed that Dordt actually was in the
top twenty-five. For example, Dordt's
selectivity of incoming freshmen
would be rated as quite low since
Dordt's admissions allows freshmen to
enter Dordt despite a low GPA or
ACT score- -Dordt promotes an open

Rank

1
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24
25

School (State)

Tuition

Southwestern University (Tex.)
$6,950
Simon's Rock of Bard College (Mass.) $12,180
Transylvania University (Ky.)
$7,750
Alaska Pacific University
$5,900
Berry College (Ga.)
$5,400
Wittenberg University (Ohio)
$10,702
Monmouth College (III.)
$9,795
Spelman College (Ga.)
$5,072
Arkansas College
$4.810
Hillsdale College (Mich.)
$8,100
Hiram College (Ohio)
59,604
Ohio Wesleyan University
$10,076
Marietta College (Ohio)
$9,450
Converse College (S.C.)
$7,600
Westminster College (Mo.)
$6,550
Mount Union College (Ohio)
$9,320
Illinois College
$5,000
Presbyterian College (S.C.)
$7,807
Wofford College (S.C.)
57,135
Taylor University (lnd.)
$7,694
Oordl College (Iowa)
55,990
Wesleyan College (Ga.)
$6,360
Holy Names College (Calif.)
57,370
Westminster Coil. of Salt Lake City
$5,610
Rosemont College (Pa.)
$7,240

Note: Regional liberal-arts colleges have lower admissions standards
than natonat bberet-arts colleges and in most cases award more than
half of their baccalaureate degrees in the ens and sciences. Ran"'ings do
net include schools with fewer than 200 students.

U.S. News & World Report OCtober 10, 1988
policy. Also, a major criterium was
faculty salary although Dordt's profs
are not paid fantastic salaries. On the
other hand, there are areas of the
statistics where Dordt would thrust
ahead of other colleges, such as the
student-to-faculty
ratio and the
retention rate.
Faculty, staff, and students are
pleased with the report, Jake Steiger,
president of Student Forum, believes
the national recognition should be

great for Dordt. Now in his fourth
year at Dordt, Jake believes he can say
that he is going to Dordt not only
because of the people, but because of
the quality of education:
"After
coming 1800 miles, it's good to see a
little proof that we're doing a good job
academically." Dr. Vanden Bosch, an
English professor in his eighteenth
year of teaching at Dordt, stresses that
it is nice for Dordt College to receive
notice for performing a quality job,

even if it was not looking for a
compliment.
Adds Vanden Bosch,
"Our school has an important role in
society and American culture."
President Hulst is elated about the
report for two reasons.
First, the
rankings were based on real statistics
and facts, not just on popular opinion
as were former reports. Dordt College
had no idea that the report was being;
issued- -all statistics came from the
College
Board and the Higher
Education
General
Information.
Survey. Second, Dr. Hulst believes
the report is of great encouragement
for students and faculty; students are
. receiving a very good education and
the faculty,
with their strong
commitment,
have been doing a
sensational job. The report reflects
the goals and objectives that Dordt
has- -to upgrade the quality of
education, to recruit, attract, and
maintain students.
However, the U.S. World and News
Report does not reflect the most basic
and important criterium which makes
Dordt an excellent
college- -its
dedication
to the Christian
and
Reformed· perspective.
Academic
reputation
is important, but it is
nothing without the knowledge that
one is working to improve God's
kingdom in all areas oflife. This must
be the starling point of Dordt's goals
and from there, all other goals and
objectives will fall into place. As Dr.
Hulst says, if our first goal is Christian
education, "we won't be pleased with
mediocrity." "For Dordt,' says Hulst,
"the ranking serves as an indicator that
Gnd is blessing our efforts."
Yes, Dordt College, being ranked
among the top twenty-five regional
liberal arts colleges is a step ahead- something to be gratefully proud of.
But let's not forget, our quality of
education all comes down to one
point: Dordt is here not simply to
supply a good education, but to spur
faculty, staff, and students on to fulfill
their calling and purpose in God's
kingdom. This is success.

Compromising curfew - a new policy
by Teri Nikkel
With every school year, many
students have to get used to different
living arrangements. WhIle adjusting
to roommates
or neighbors may
involve difficulty, there are other
changes that are easier to handle. One
freedom that sophomores are now
enjoying for the first time is a more
lenient curfew.
The idea for a new sophomore
curfew policy began months ago with
Student Forum. Dean of Students,
Marion Van Soelen brought the

proposal to the various committees,
until it received unanimous approval
by the executive board. According to
Mr. Van Soelen, "This policy gives
sophomores more responsibility, but
sludents can continue 10 develop and
grow without a curfew."
The current
curfew
allows
sophomores to be out later than in past
years. Sophomores may be out past I
a.m. as long as they sign out
indicating wbere they will be and what
time they expect to be hack. "We don't
feel that students need to be habysat.

But we need to know a time and place
in case of an emergency," says Les De
Roos, West Hall's Resident Director.
Students that do come in late have to
get a campus cop to let them back into
the dorms. However, no fines are
given out unless a student comes in
after 6:00 a.m., which would result in
an all night fine of ten dollars.
Students that consistently stay out
until 4:00 or 5:00 a.m, may also be
referred to Jan Schregardus or Mr.
Van Soelen, "We still share a concern
about students' health and well being,"

says Schregardus,
Director
of
Resident Life.
"Although there are some bugs to
work out, the new rules aren't being
abused," admits Schregardus. But
students and authorities agree that it
was a good change of policy, and
everyone is cooperating to make it
work. "We must recognize the fact
that the new curfew is for Christian
students," says De Roos. "If it doesn't
work, it's because there's a lack of
being Christ-like."
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New herdsman
enjoys job

News Shorts
Dordt-Publishers are taking a serious
look at Dordt College. The small
midwest college affiliated with the
Christian Reformed Church received
national recognition when an article in
U'S, News and World Report ranked
Dordt twenty-first in its category, but
there's more.
Dordt College has also been
included
in the college guide
Consider a Christian College. The
guide includes information about
denominational
affiliation.
cost,
majors offered, and more.
It is
available at bookstores throughout the
country. It could be that this small
regional college buried in Iowa will be
discovered.
NatiODaI--Have you ever felt that you
can't possibly read four chapters,
study for that philosophy test, write
that paper, make dinner and call your
girlfriend all in one night? Then
instead of doing all the things you
know you should, do you just tum on
the stereo and avoid them all? Yes?
You're among the majority.
Procrastination occurs wnen you
think you have too much to do or
when you imagine sometliing is going
to be too difflcult or distasteful.
The "can'ts" overwhelm us so that
we do nothing but procrastinate.
If you are like most college students
today,
you
feel
increasingly
overwhelmed.
In fact, the Nuprin
Pain Report, the first national study on
pain in America, 'documented that
more people ages 18-24 suffer from
stress and pain than any older age

group.
A skier with the "can'ts" looks down
a steep, icy slope and is paralyzed. "I
can't ski this," he thinks.
The trick for the skier is to find a
"can do" --a first tum he can make.
Once he successfully completes the
first tum he can look to the next and
the next. Each time he successfully
makes a turn he gains a sense of
accomplishment
and
builds
confidence in himself and his slciing
ability.
The solution for the "cants" sounds
pretty simple, and it is. Big projects
are made up of loIS of small, do-able
steps.
Overcome procrastination
by
remembering to tum the "can 'IS" into
"can dos." Ask yourself, "What can I
do now?"
And be sure that the
direction you're moving in leads to
your ultimate goal.
"Can do" thinking and the positive
actions that follow increase your
confidence
and composure
and
maximize your effectiveness
by Robert J. Kriegel, PH.D.

by Dan Mennega
Dairy farming is a way of life to Mr.
Tom Moore, the new herdsman at the
Agricultural
Stewardship Center's
dairy farm. Moore" fuis liVed iiWiY all
his life CII dairy farms throughout the
Midwest.
He began his agricultural experience
growing up on his father's farm in
Nebraska. Moore comes to Sioux
Center from Lublin, WiscCllsin. There
he worked a farm for an absentee
owner, who lived in Chicago while
Moore ran the farm.
Although Moore arrived just a month
and a half ago, he is already
establishing
a daily routine. The
herdsman finds his daily routine a
very busy one that varies from day to
.day, Moore normally gets up around
Bad Raw L-R: T. Puma. D. Krole, J. Steiser, M. Kuipers, R. VIIl Kooten. M. V_
5:30 a.m., except on mornings when
Wel, B. Engbers.
he helps milk, in which case the alarm
Middle Row L-R: S. MIIlIeL K. Kamp, B. Vis, T. Roosendaal, A. Bleyenburg, B. Haak.
goes off at 2 a.m. Milking starts at
D. Kooistra.
4:00 in the morning and evening daily.
FrOIll Raw L-R: J. Windemul1cr, J. Altena,T. Dryfout, S. Bouser, M. Blakespoor
Currently 131 cows are being milked
at the farm. Some of the cows are
registered, and the berd's records are
kept on a computer.
by Dori Kooistra
Dordt's dairy produces milk for
Student Forum has met three times each member was assigned to each Grade A products. Grade A dairy
since the beginning of the year. In one of the Resident Assistants and farming is required to meet strict
these three meetings
freshmen
Resident Directors, This way, if the health slandards, so cleanliness is ~P
elections were held, aU members were students have questions or requests
priority, explains Moore.
assigned
to
various
school
but don't know who to tell, they can
Included in Moore's duties as
committees, and goals for the year talk to either their RA or RD, who will herdsman is the work study program
. were established.
then tell their Student
Forum
availaQle to Dordt students. The farm
One of the big proiects for Student representative. The RA's and RD's employs twenty-seven students, with
Forum right now is to gain exposure
will be talking to the Student Forum duties ranging from maintenance to
throughout the school body. Members
members once a month. Also, this actual milking, depending on the
feel that in past years students didn't year Student Forum has their own individual's background.
know much about what Student
mailhox: DC_585. Students, faculty . "I really enjoy it," says Moore of his
Forum is or what it does. In order ~
and staff can also send their
new position.
"Right now it's
get things done for the student body, suggestions there.
challenging though."
better communication
must be
One goal the Student Forum has been
Moore is married and has two sons,
established between the students and working on is ~ have the gym open ages 7 and 9.
the Forum.
longer on Sundays.
Dordt welcomes the new herdsman
The Student Forum has devised two
The next Forum meeting wiD be on to the seven-year-old
Agricultural
ideas to help solve this problem. FItSl, Monday, October 17.
Stewardship Center.

Forum tackles projects
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The D1amand is published by the ... den"
of Dordt College to present and discuss
events on campus and beyond it. Any
letters, commatu or opiniOOI am welcome.
Contributions to the Diamond must be
received by the Monday before publication.
Address COIUributiOrll to:

Diamond
Dordl College
Sioux Center, Iowa St2S0
The Diamond reserves the ri&ht to edit or
refulC publiation of my CXlOtribution.
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Grophks Edilor: SIe>o Mantel
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Kunp
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Abn Ilondstra
Canna IlcIr

Friday, October 14
3:00 p.m. Student Recital in Chapel
6:30 p.m. Film, "Ruslcies" in CI60
Friday, October 21
6:30, 9:00 p.m. Film" Agnes of
God"inCI60
8:00 p.m. FaIl Music Festival in
Chapel
Saturday, Oc~
22
8:00 p.m. Graham Steed organ
recital in Chapel

J...n. Holland

Plus: newjewelery, belts, and crafts!

._Hoogbnd

Kamp

HOURS

DiIIlo Khmgel
Leanne Meadows
SIeve Mulder

Monday - Friday 9:30-5:30
lhUl5day evenings 7:00-8:30

Teri Nikkel

Floyd Reitsma

Saturday

B'Y" Rubingh
John VIIl Dyk
TcteA

Van GWlIl

JImCS

Verhoe...en

Caroline Vos
Melanic W oIc11uiJ

J.... Zondervan
AdVMJor:

Lema Van

HULL
CLOSET

COATS-SVVEATERS.TOPS
SLACKS -SKIRTS -JACKETS

Angela Erik ...
Todd Erik ...
Holen Heyboer

Karla

Tired of your wardrobe
but on a tight budget?
The

can help!!

Vicki. DeWitt
JohnDybt ..
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Agnes of God
comes to Dordt

Each year, the college evaluates the
health care of students. and it was
decided that something extra needed
to be done,
In attempting to draw up a plan for
student health care, the administration
learned that most institutions in the
CMA (Colleges of Mid-America, of
which Dordt is a part of) provided
health care by contracting with local

by John Dykstra
Agnes of God te1Js a slOry of a young
nun (Meg Tilly) who becomes
pregnant in an abby in Montreal,
Quebec.
When a baby is found
strangled.
a court
appointed
psychologist (Jane Fonda) is sent to
investigate. This throws togethl:r the
nun. who has seen very little of the
world outside of the abby with a
modern woman who has little respect
for the church. The psychologist
believes that the abby is sheltering the
girl and is panly responsible for her
emotional problems.
Meg Tilly comes to the screen with
impact She can show the calmness
the guilt, the anguish, and th~
confusion of Agnes. Just by the look
on her face shows a sense of

uneasiness and tension. Her white
habit covers all, of her except her
young innocent face.
'The picture of the psychologist is a
little more stereotypical.
She is an
unmarried career woman. The film
portrays her to have everything
together until 'She meets the girl. The
mother superior expresses the real
reason for her dislike of the church.
She and the psychologist resist each
other in the beginning, but as they
learn about each other they develop a
sort of friendship.
"Agnes of God" will be shown
October 21, at 6:30 p.m, and 9:00 p.m,
in C)6O.", ,

Netherlandlc Studies
Program
Spring Semester

•

of 1989
in Amsterdam

~~berI3,1988

clinics.
Van Soelen says the basic oulline of
Dordt's contract is similar to a
program initiated by Sioux Falls
College in Sioux Falls, South Dakota.
However, Van Soelen says there are
some important differences. Because
of the small size of Sioux Center,
doctors are able to provide more
individualized care. At Sioux Falls
and other CMA colleges, the program
only covers checkups by a nurse:
however, the Dordt program includes
a checkup by a doctor, Students in

need of an examination can make an

Clinic contract to keep
medical costs down
by Chuck Adams
Most Dordt students paid an extra
seven dotlars at registration
this
September.
However, paying the
seven extra dollars was not a mistake.
According
to Dordt's Dean of
Students, the college made a contract
with the Sioux Center Medical Clinic
to provide basic medical care for
students. According to Van Soelen,

the fee allows students to visit the
clinic during regular hours and to be
examined by a doctor,
In previous years, no program was
designed to help students in need of
medical care. According to Van
Soelen, problems occasionally arose
when students would wait too long
before seeking help.

appointment at the clinic.
Van Soelen says the college and the
clinic are able to provide the medical
service for only seven dollars because
not all students will use the program
every semester. He explains that for
the students who don't use the service
in a given semester the fee will help
keep costs down when they will need
the plan.
Van Soelen stresses that the plan is
rather limited; additional medical care
will cost students.
However. Van
Soelen says that the mere fact that a
clinic is accessible to students will
probably keep their medical bills
down.

Pucci's Family Restaurant
Pucci's

Evening Buffets
Every Monday Night is all the Spaghetti and
Garlic Bread you can eat.
5:30-7:30 P.M....•.•....•.....

Open 6 days a week!

Only $2.00

Every Tuesday Night is Pizza Buffet Night!
5:30 -7:30 P.M.· ALL YOU CARE TO EAT:
Pizza, Taco Bar and
Salad Bar.•••.••••.••.•..•.••

Phone:

722-4129

Only $3.79

Kids 12 & Under· ase Per Yr. of Age

Hours:
Until 11p.m. Weekdays
Until 12 p.m. Friday and Saturday

Every Wednesday Night is Fish Nlghll
5:3IH:30 P.M.· ALL YOU CARE TO EAT:
Fish, Cole Slaw, Fries
and Garlic Bread

Only $3.79

Kids 12 & Under· 2sc Per Yr. of Age

Every Thursday Night is Mexican Night!
o".ted

Cours ••
Dutch Language and Literature
Dutch Art and Architecture
Dutch Culture end Society
History of the Low Countries
International Marketing
Individual Studies
For further ""onn.rloll com.cf:
Dr. K.J. Boot, DI~ector
Hetherlandic Studle. Program
Donn College
,
Sioux center, Iowa '51250
call collecl (712) 722-3n1

Ext 8263 or 6261
oe.dllne: November', ,.

~-------------------,

5:30 -7:30 P.M.· ALL YOU CARE TO EAT:
Mexican Bullet Nighllncludes:
Enchiladas, Nachos, Tacos,
Retried Beans, Taco Pizza
and Crispitils. ....•.•..•......

$3.00 off
Any Large Pizza

On Iy $3.79

Free Delivery

Kids 12 & Under· ase Per Yr. of Age

Not valid with any other
discounts or coupons.
L

EXpires 10-28-88

~
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To be truly pro-life ... A
by Chuck Adams
Most, if not all students and faculty
members at Dordt College consider
themselves "pro-life." When pressed
10 explain what they mean by "prolife," they talk primarily about their
opposition 10 abortion and euthanasia
Recently,
Rev. Jesse Jackson
attacked pro-life activists, whom he
claimed care only for the fetus before
birth and do nothing to help after
birth. After Jackson's comments were
made public, he was roundly criticized
by a number of right-wing Christian
organizations.
However, Jackson's
comments should not be shrugged off
without thought. Before we pass
judgment on others for being "antilife" or "pro-choice, we need to
examine our own thoughts on pro-life
n

issues.
If a person is not "pro-life," the
implied conclusion is that he or she is

"anti-life." While the truth may be that
those who advocate abortion on
demand are against life in certain
cases, a great number of people who
know little about the issues will
support pro-lifers merely because of
the name.
This is not all bad.
However, we who call ourselves "prolife" should do all we can to be
consistent in our pro-life-attitudes.
These actions are only the tip of the
iceberg. Besides abortion, the pro-life
community is moving 10 the issue of
euthanasia.
Unlike
abortion,
euthanasia
is illegal.
There is,
however, a vocal group of Americans
who are in favor of legalizing
euthanasia. Pro-lifers should be doing
all they can to stop euthanasia
But there is more. A respect for the
sanctity of life also means opposition
to murder, even if it is a form of
government-sanctioned

murder such

staffeditorial

as the death penalty. Someone who
troubles of the homeless, we should be
claims he or she is pro-life, yet
helping people obtain meaningful
supports the death penalty, has
jobs, and we should do all we can 10
revealed a major inconsistency in his alleviate racism. We ought to be
promoting the cultures and languages
or her views.
The same argument goes for political of minorities. As pro-lifers we are
involvement. Pro-lifers sbould do all called to be a voice for those who
they can 10 urge their nation 10 oppose cannot speak-owe should be advocates
countries or groups of people who for those who are powerless against
indiscriminately kill in order to reach their enemies.
certain political ends. We should be
Unborn babies are part of that "silent
urging our government to use its minority," but we should never forget
the many other voiceless, powerless
influence to change the murderous
people. We must do all we can to
methods used by the Nicaraguan
contras, the apartheid regime in South provide them with a meaningful life
while proclaiming the name of Jesus
Africa, and the Israeli occupation
Christ in all our work.
focus in the West Bank.
.
When the Jesse Jacksons of the
If we are to be ttuly pro-life, we
must do more than oppose the taking world challenge our pro-life label, let
of life. We ought to support equal us show we are truly pro-life. Some
opportunity for every man, woman, . day we will be answering to the same
and child on the earth. As pro-lifers . challenges at the throne of God.
we should be concerned with the

Dordt honored in
nation's capital
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by Leanne Meadows
Sioux
Center,
the
necessary
In Washington D.C. on Friday,
arrangements were made for applying
October 7th, Dordt College was
for government funding 10 aid in the
presented with the 1988 National
construction.
Through the State of
Award for Energy Innovation. These
Iowa's funding of the project, it was
awards are given in recognition of nominated for-consideration by the the
projects across the nation that are
Department of Energy. Out of 130
unique in conservation and use of projects submitted, 74 were selected
reusable energy products. Dordt was by two review panels to receive
chosen to receive this award for the awards.
new furnace system first used on
Various
representatives
in
campus during the 1987-88 school
Washington D.C. last Friday. Deputy
year.
Secretary of Energy Joseph F. Salgado
By adding a special burner to the presented an award to Mr. Lou Kuiper
present furnace, the system was
who represented the college in various
converted to burn waste rather than . meetings with the Department of
natural gas. Burning compacted paper . Energy and in meetings with Iowa's
waste, which is collected from various state
representatives.
When
businesses as well as Dordt's campus, : announcing
this year's winners,
the furnace uses less natural gas than Secretary
of Energy
John S.
before: Besides conserving energy
Herrington
said, "These awards
costs, the system helps control
encourage the sharing of energy
environmental
waste problems.
saving accomplishments among state
During the winter months, the new and local governments and the private
system burns 60 tons of compacted
sector. The winning projects have
paper products that would normally
contributed
significantly
to our
have been dumped in a landfill.
nation's energy security and the
Many different factors were a part of competitive strength of our economy."
how Dordt became a recipient of this
Dordt's special recognition is greatly
prestigious award. In 1986 Dordt deserved.
The conservation
of
began experimenting with this project. resources and the cost-effectiveness of
At the same time, Sioux Center High this project show how Dordt is
School was also planning to install a working to be better stewards of God's
similar system. Through the City of world
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Renae Visscher, Owner/Stylist .
Julie Moss, Stylist

Hours: liON. thru SAT. - 9 A.1I.-5 P.M.
MON. thru THURS. - open evenings
232 North Maln Ave.
Located just south of First National Bank
(712) 722-0008

THE PIZZa RanCH
r------------, I
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THE PIZZA RANCH

I
I

'Thank you for

$3.00 off
-: your support'
'
I
on a Iarge pizza I
ExpiresOctober29,1988

:
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during the year.

Phone (712) 722-3988
or (712) 722-3989
N. Highway 75
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New construction to
start on science building
r---------l
funding was used in the construction
of the classroom building. Since the
science building was financed totally
with private donations, theology can
be taught in the new lecture hall.
Money for the new project is 10come
from the New Horizons Fund Raising
Campaign. In the next three years the
Advancement Office hopes to raise
$7.5 million to supplement.tuition,
and over $1.7 million of this is
reserved for the science building
addition. According 10 Mr. Grillers,
$660 thousand has already been raised
for the project, including
$500
thousand
from the· Ver Meer
Foundation.
Will the new addition mean anything
to prospective
students? Dr. W.
Alberda,
Dean of the Natural
Sciences, believes it will. "When you
do something' exciting, students tend
to come for that reason, even though
they might not be a direct part of it."
There is always a psychological
element involved with the physical
campus, and people do not like to go
to a place where nothing is happening.

by Alan Bandstra
This fall the Board approved plans
for adding on to the science building.
Construction is to begin this spring on
a 200-seat lecture hall that will
protrude from the front of the building
and stop short of the sidewalk. In the
rear, a two-story addition will fill the
space between
the engineering
laboratory and the greenhouse.
The lower level of the rear addition
is to be devoted totally to agriculture.
It will have room for office space, a
microbiology lab, agronomy, and two
rooms for animals. The physics
department is to occupy the upper
level
of
the
new
addition.
Consequently, the entire second floor
of the original building will embody
the chemistry department, and tfie
biology department will fill the first
floor.
The new lecture hall should meet
some of the demands for more
classroom space. Until now, theology
classes have always been held in the
basement of the library instead of
C160. This is because government

"Come Exercise Two For One"
Mary Boote
Certified Instructor

Mon., Wed., Fri., 8:30 A.M.

Sat., 9:00AM.

* Tues., Thurs., 4:30 P.M.
Mon., Tues., Wed., 6:00 P.M.

Ph. (712) 722-2441

Nursery Available

First Visit Always Free

Classi Chassi Aerobic Studio
·Where keeping fit is fun"
315 1stAve. N.E.
Sioux Center, Iowa
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Above: Front view of Agriculture-Engineering-Science Complex
Below: Drafted line Indicates additional lecture hall, physics depanment rupper
level) and agriculture depanment (lower level)

Visiting author voices
view on' truth
By Teresa Van Gunst
Virginia Stem Owens, an evangelical
Christian, is also a scientist, teacher,
and writer. She contributes frequently
to the Reformed
Journal,
is a
Professor at Texas A & M University,
and is also the author of several books.
Recently, along with ber impressive
qualifications and southern accent,
Mrs. Owens brought some new and
controversial ideas to Dordt College.
At her lecture Monday night she
addressed the issue of "The Dangers
of Christians Writing" to a crowd of
students and professors. Mrs. Owens
stated that we as Christians should
avoid trying to make our writing
convey a message.
She said very simply, "We shouldn't
sell our Christianity in writing." She
compared this practice to sliding a
letter into an envelope-too often we
write something and then try to slide a
Christian message neatly inside. "We
shouldn't
think of writing as a
ministry .: Writing is telling the truth,
and we as writers have a tendency to
falsify writing in order to make a

you know how, and from that the
message will emerge."
While at Dordt, Owens also attended
some English classes where she read
and explained some of her works.
And she also spoke on films which is
the topic' of one of her books.
Although her lectures were interesting
and thought provoking, there was a
noticeable lack of representation from
most of the departments.
Since it was publicized as an
"English Lecture Series" apparently
most of the students and professors
assumed that the lectures pertained
only to the English department.
Those who didn't attend, however,
missed out on topics and ideas that
pertained In a spectrum of subjects.
Experienced and educated in the arts
and the sciences, Owens was able to
relate her views and ideas to a broad
range of areas, not just English.
Her views on Christians in writing
and our use of writing as a ministry
were important and applicable not
only to a writer, but to each one of us
point."
as a Christian communicating to our
Owens believes that we should
world
concentrate on cenveying the truth to
As students and faculty at Dordt, we
our readers. In that truth the message . need to widen our horizons and realize
will be seen ~Iearly ant: will be more that we can benefit from and should
meaningful for the reader,
be involved in a wide range of areas .
.For Owens when yop write, you We need to utilize our opportunities In
write to "tell the truth ibe best way educate ourselves in aU areas of life.

--
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by Galen Smltey

Last Wednesday JDmImg I a.ue early and quielly SlqJped out mw.dIe
maning sunrise. II was a crisp-cold morning. die coldest yellbis fall; I
shivered as I,scmped Ihe ice off die windshield of my spons car. I W8IdIed my
breath drift through die air. fading out in die pink sky.
I knew it was almost die end; die doctor had said it, Afler sevaal yean of
battling booe marrow cancer. die last six weeks in Sioux City's Sl Luke's
Hospital. Grandma was loosing her grip against die silent killer.
I sat down in die passenger's seal The leather was cold and stiff. I opened
die glove companment and placed die plane tickets inside. The ring was still
there. locIced in its small, velvet case.
Later in die morning I drove south out of Sioux Cenler. I was unsettled.
jittery. yet excited. I knew that when I came back. my life there wouldn't be
the same. The speedometer read seventy.
I had come w Dordt three years ago. After planning to go to another
Christian college. I had changed my mind. Grandpa and Grandma had
convinced me that Dordt College was where I belonged. We had never been
close; I had always lived hundreds of miles away from them and visits were
few. I knew going to Dordt would belp me get to Icnow them better.
Sioux Center soon became my new home. God richly blessed me with an
exciting new school. wonderful new friends. new challenges, and new
adventures. I found in myself new talents and abilities and I learned how to
have fun--Iots of fun.
One day in July afler my freshman year. the phone rang. Grandpa was gone.
I was in Michigan at the time. visiting my best friend from Dordl
My next two years at Dordt brought Grandma and me closer together. I
spent many weekend afternoons with her in her home in Jreton, We WOk drives
in the country and went shopping together. We sat in the kitchen and had
cookies and pop or coffee. We taIIced a lot--I loved her stories, She wid me of
growing up on a Minnesota farm. She wid me of her life as a young school
teacher in a one room building. She wid me of the struggle of farming in the
Depression. Life hadn't been easy for Grandma. After telling me one of her
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and "Always work

hard!"
The velvet box was in my coat pocIcet as Ihe jet airplane roared down die
runway and then soared west and south. Before I Icnew it, it was evening and
the plane was landing in Arizona. I stepped inw the airport and was greeted
with the tight hug and loving smile of my girlfriend. The miserable separation
was over--for now. We drove through the hot Phoenix air inw die cooler
mountains and parked the car where we could looIc:across the valley. the entire
city before us. I wok the velvet box out of my coat and opened il The
diamond sparlcled brightly.
We were finally engaged. We could see marriage as a beautiful new
beginning in our lives. I Icnow my life has benefited in many ways from
auending Dordt, but my fiance will always be the best thing I found here.
The next morning as we ate brealcfast together the phone rang. It was for
me. My molller !Oldme that Grandma had just died.

This past weekend. God gave me a rich new appreciation of his power and
mercy by showing me a window into his plan for my life. I see how God has
blessed me and shown his power and conrrol in my life. He has blessed me by
giving me a beautiful future in marriage. yet He has taken a loved one away. A
new part of my life has just begun. another part just ended. In a few months
Sioux Center will no longer be my home.
I don't want w sound too much liIce a preacher. but I have gained a new
awareness of how God plans our lives with care in his infinite wisdom. The
beauty in this is that we aren't allowed to undersland it until he lets us IooIc
through a window. Then some of the things he does become clear and take on
new meaning. Now I can see new reasons for my being a Dordt student and I
can see how God blessed me. and my family. by giving us a soun:e of joy in a
time of sorrow.
Although we may rarely unders1and why God is doing something in our
lives, he assures us that he constantly protects us. cares for us. and loves us.

Breakfast Club sparks more response
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stories, she would often say • "You mustn't be a com~!"
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getting along together) but that the
"good" of die ending does not justify
the filth we had to wade through to get
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editorials

Dear Editor.
The September 22 issue of the
Diamond carried Mr. Marty Ybema's
response to the film The BreakffJ3/
Club. In his opinion. the film "was not
fit to be shown here." because of ilS
vulgar language. its rejection of
authority. and its pot smoking scene.
He goes on to say that the movie ends
"good" (the students in the fJlm end up

I
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there.
While I am pleased to DOle that Mr.
Ybema is actively grappling with die
fJlm arts as a Christian, Iam afraid be
has missed the point of this movie.

Yes, there was vulgarity. Yes. the
movie did present a dim view of
authority . Yes. there was a pot party.
But if Mr. Ybema had IooIced more
closely. he would haw found that I)
die movie did _ end "good: at least
not from a Christian slandpoint, and
that 2) the movie provides us with a
wonderful window 011 the
philosophies that guide die thinking of
the Sjllliet~
him. In other
Wl:lIds. we Chrisllans miBbtuae Ibis
movie as a wonderful wol. a tool that
could show us how our society thinks.
Notice how die movie sets us up to

guide us to "truth. " It presents a
society where adults are 001)' a

corrupting influence. All the parents
are misguided. And the high school
principal? Would anyone want w use
him as a role model?
Did you notice when the S\udents
found healing and happiness? It was
OIIlyafter the authorities had left the
scene. The fact that the principal never
reappears at the end of the movie is
not a wealcness in the plot. Rather. it
reminds us that this movie is drawing
on the Romantic notiOll that youth can
discover happiness. truth. and moral
good OIIlywben they are free from the
corrupting influences of adult society.
Highly influential educational
philosophies have been built 011 Ibis
Romantic notion. Mr. Ybema, Let Ibis
movie remind you of its pervading
influence, and challenge you to equip
youneIf to recognize ilS presence and
to respond effectively. , '.
FUIltIen-. if die adullS re:p_
conuptioo. where does die movie
suggest we find,wholeness and
happiness? Again. notice how die
movie sets lIS up. In these five
Iludenls we have a miniature
American society. We have die rich,
die poor. die rebel, the bero, Ilnd !he

inlelleelual-the whole pluralistic
group. But these people represent
plurality without urtity. Their
democracy is in shambles. And what,
accmIing 10 this movie, will bring
them togeIher'I What will help them
(and us) rise above their (and our)
differences?
The answer is symbolized in die pot
party. Here die students leap over their
differences. and plunge inw !heir
Jungian deep inner selves, and find
that basically they are all aIiIce. SO that
even the criminal and beauty queen
can get together. not to get bacIc at
their parents as Mr. Ybema thinlcs, but
because they no longer are dependent
on these corrupt authority ftgu1e8.
Thus. die movie has neatly tied the
melting pot myth and die Romantic
tradition into one neat Godless
package. using Jungian notions IIbout
our coIleclive subconsciousness 10 do
die job.
I(s a prelty C18ZY. mixed-up solution
to society's problems, but if Chris& is
not die guide for our lives, what ..
our a1Ianatives? This movie gives.
pretty good picture. View Ibis piece
less superfICially. and then respond by
puuing 011 die whole armor of God.
John Holland

Humor belittles
women's roles
by Chuck Adams

'

On Tuesday Dr. James Schaap
introduced Virginia Stem Owens. a
writer from Texas A & M University.
to the audience at chapel. In his
introduction be made a big deal about
the fact that Ms. Stem Owens had
gone w seminary-in fact, the same
seminal)' that DonIt President J. B.
Hulst attended.
- The intent of the introduction may
have been to provide humor;
unfortunately. the result was differenl
The result was to portray Dordt
students as a group of secluded oldfashioned people who can't seem to
understand that women are also called
to be ministers, elders, deacons. or
teachers in the cbun:h. This is.8
portrayal I believe is wrong; .
It will probably take a long time. but
I hope and wait for die day wben a
woman becomes the minister at one of
the local Christian Reformed
Chwdles.
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In Russkies enemies become friends
by Carolyn Vos
The word "Russkies" conjures up
images of Russians. But the Friday
night Dordt movie "Russkies" is a
warm and humorous story of three
young boys who befriend a Russian.
The Russian is one of three who get
washed up on the shore of Key West,
Florida, planning to secretly buy a
device out from under the U.S. Anny.
He loses the other tow, and finds
himself
in the company
of
three"Ramho-type" youngsters. Initial
reactions are hate, fear, mistrust, and
curiousity. Tbe boys are fascinated
yet scared of "what they found." In
the time they spend hiding the
Russian, they learn a lost about him.
They are surprised to find be misses
his family, and his country. They
boys don't understand--he's
from
Russia, how can be want to go home?
Over time, a strange yet wonderful
relationship is forming, and Danny,
one of the boys, has a hard time
accepting this. His father hates
Russians, from what he knows about
them, be hates them too. He doesn't
trust Misha, believes him to be a spy.
Yet eventually, it is Danny and Misha
that form the strongest bond.
Though light, the movie does have a
strung underlying theme. "Russkies"
strungly points out the mixed up ideas,
and stereotypes people have about

Russians. The boys, and everyone
bite out of life ... and of freedom."
Yet he doesn't understand
why
Danny's parents are divorcing, why
the boys fIght, and the joy some men
get out of watching a mantaray die.
Things seem so wonderful in America,
but there is ugliness Misha can't begin
to understand.
Later in the movie, we hear one
American exclaim, "Don't look like
Russians to me, look like people!"
"Russkies is light and humourous.
But it also teaches us a few things
about our fellow man, and how we
view him. It's entertaining,
and
guarantees laughs. But it also shows
how we can drop the stereotypes of
"Russians" and n Americans", and
r')8&rd each other as brothers--even
becoming friends.
who eventually
finds out about
Misha's
presence,
immediately
conclude that Russians have invaded,
and all panic. Even Danny'sfather,
who swears if he ever met a Russian
"I'd kill him", actually ends up doing
the opposite.
The movie also rings with ironic
truths.
The boys take Misha
shopping, eating at Me Donalds, mini
golfing, and getting their pictures
taken together.
Misha says in
amazement, "America takes such a big

He is a Russian sailor,
shipwrecked in America.

"':'1
II

They are three American boys.

Together, they're about to share
the adventure of a lifetime.
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Six stars on road to fame
by Gina Vos
A star is bom-OK,
actually six
stars. And they weren't just born,
either. Maybe it would be better to say
that six musicians are <It their way to

fame.
The Dallas Brass is on its way.
This brass quintet and percussionist
performed at Dordt on Thursday,
September 29. So in a small way
Dordt is at least one of their stops on
their road to fame. In fact this was the
second year they've played at Dord!.
The snobbish crowd might assume
that any groop that performs at Dordt
CoDege must be "small time."
But the Dallas Brass is no smalltown gig. They recently signed a

contract with Columbia Records. And : went on to say, "We try to appeal to
this new management will help them all ages, from age 3 to 103." And ihey
rise to the top, which is where their try to appeal to different tastes, too.
goals are. They want to play on the Some people think of classical music
Tonight Show and also at Carnegie
as being stuffy and boring. "It's
Hall, but maybe not in that order.
important for us to break down those
These two goals show two of their barriers," said Levin.
main interests.
It's like a good
Besides the fun time, the Dallas
paradox: they enjoy performing and Brass also want people to appreciate
they perform for others to enjoy.
music. Levin said, "We want to bring
And they're serious about the music. respect to the music and pay tribute. to
As Michael Levin, trombonist and it." During their concerts they often
founder of the group, explained, if the give historical
information
and
group bad their own way, they would interesting
trivia. This way the:
just get up there and play.
entertainment also educates.
But fun is a big word for them. And
This is a slightly different angle than
most crowds expect a show. Levin
the Canadian Brass (another excellent

i

brass quinlet). Although the Canadian
Brass and Dallas Brass are in the same
musical category, they're like apples
and oranges. The Canadian Brass
emphasizes comedy as one of the
main points of the concert, but the
Dallas Brass "want people
to
appreciate the music." "We strive for
a different balance," explains Levin.
The Dallas Brass was formed in
1982, and two of its members have
only been' in the group for three
weeks.
But
with
the talent,
determination and new management,
they are on their way.
Maybe after they play at Carnegie
Hall, they'D come back and play in the
Dordt Chapel again.

Lessons from Lennon?

•

by CbllCk Adams
One of the highlights of my recent
trip to Grand Rapids, Michigan was
seeing the' movie "Imagine,"
a,
documentary
on the life of John
Lennon. Lennon, who was murdered.
in 1980, bas also been the subject of a
recent book and several television
documentaries in the past month. In
the movie, Lennon is portIllyed as a,
genuinely good man who became too
caught up in what be was doing and
was occasionally disoriented by the
rapid pace of his life, and of life as a
superstar in the '60's and 7(1.. As his
fust wife, C}nthia, says in the movie,
"John was a very vulnerable man.
Everything
about
him
was
vulnerable." Lennon's vulnerability,
often led him down rocky paths--hc
was caui1ht up in the drug scene for a
shon time, and he also had trouble

with both of his marriages. He was
silly, they also pointed out how silly
often exploited by the media, which
all of society really is. Lennon
portrayed bim as a dangerous radical.
pointed out that only the most
Yet, Lennon through his music and
ridiculous acts, such as holding a news
public life, spent a great deal of time
conference in bed, bad any affect on
spreading his dream of peace and a
people--a sure sign that society is sick.
better world--a world where, as he
We
Chrislians have been taught
sings in his song "Imagine,"
the
that society is sick, and like John
world can be as one."
Lennon, we are to reject the society
Lennon's life and message is of great
around us. And while we may not
importance to us as Christians beading
want to iesort to the taelics of Lennon,
into the 1990's. You may ask what a
the truth is that many of our actions as
man who once proclaimed himself to
Christians may appear as strange 10
be more popUlar than Jesus Otrist bas
the outside \1fOI'ld: In fact, I submit
to say to today's Christians. One of
that if whar weare doing doesn't
the most important trademarks of . appear Stringe to non-ehristians; then
Lennon's life was his rebellion against
we're doing SOlIIethitigwrong.'
.
the grain of society.
He reacted
Lennon is perhaps bestlalown flit his
against the old tradirions of society;
vision of peace on eaithand
the
His many antics in support of peace
brotherhOOd
of humankind
as
and a better world were more than just
expressed in songs like "Imagine" and
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"Give Peace a Chance." His vision is
one that Christians ought to adopt--in
fact, the words he used in describing
his goals for humanity came straight
from the Biblical account of
angels
announcing Christ's birth-» "Peace on
Earth and good will to aU men (and
women)." As we move into the 1990's
and the 21st century, Christians
should Urge society to "give peace a
chance" in as many ways as posaible.
No man can be perfect except Jesus
Christ himself, and certainly John
Lennon is no fme example of how a
Christian should li ve. However,
Lennon did have aa iniportant
message for the society cf his time--a
message that we a Christians ought to
pick up, refine and present to the
world.
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V-ball team continues
to improve
by Steve Hoogland
The women's volleyball team has
been very busy the past two weeks.
Their young team has shown great
potential at times, but they have also

said, "I was really impressed. That
was a hostile crowd and our girls rose
to the occasion."
They came home to take on
shown their inexperience at times. Morningside but lost 3-2 in a heart
Their 8-10 record shows victories over breaker.
They won the first two
some very good teams but also games and according to Schutten, "We
exposes losses in games they should were playing the best we've played all
have won.
year until we hit some mental lapses."
September 17, the Lady Defenders They ended up losing the final three to
traveled to Nonhwestern to play one the best team in the conference as
of the better teams in the conference. Morningside is still unbeaten.
The Red Raiders were coming off a
The Lady Defenders lost their next
humiliating
upset and Oordt was match 3-0 to Briar Cliff, another good
coming off an impressive
match learn. According to SchuUen, "We '
against Westmar, But Northwestern
didn't pass or play very well." Their
regrouped to whip Dordt 3-0.
next game was at Sioux Falls College,
Two days later Dordt took part in And. they played well. The first game
the Midland Invitational Tournament.
was close as Dordt won, and they ran
Their performance in the first game away with the last two.
Tuesday night the Lady Defenders
reflected the long bus ride as they lost
struggled in a rematch with Wayne
three close matches to Midland
Luthern. But they rebounded very State. Although there was a large
well, They handled Wayne State 3-2 crowd on hand, they lost 3-0.
in an exciting match. Coach Mary
As the season winds down the team
Schullen said "We played real well in looks forward to another busy three
the first, fourth and fifth games." And weeks. Dordt hopes to have a shot at
the playoffs which begin November 4,
the fifth game was a 18-16 thriller.
They concluded
the round-robin
They first; however, will have to
tournament by beating Northwest
continue to play well in their
Missouri State University 3-2 in an upcoming games.
exciting match. Coach Mary Schullen

Todd Erilesen malees anolher leey save.

Defenders
keep rolling

by Todd Eriksen
The Oordt College soccer team
upped its record to 9-2, winning 6 of
their last games and outseoring their
opponents 20 to 10.
Oordt recently hosted its own
tournament, which included the teams
Loras and Concordia. The University
of Nothern Iowa was to participate but
backed out at the last moment so
Dordt threw together a makeshift team
played maleh, They also took part in of Dordt students not on the soccer
a singles tournament in Northwestern team. They proved themselves worthy
and saw four of the six players opponents despite dropping both
advance to the finals and Pam De games.
The varsity opened the tourney
Boer won her number three singles
against Concordia and came away 4-0
championship.
The team was young and winners. Goals were scored by Ray
inexperienced but at the same time Middel, Jim Colyn, Simon De Jong
they improved a great deal and can be' and Jeff Faber.
The championship game proved to
even more optimistic about next
season, The team had eight members be a tougber battle. Loras came out
on it: Carla Rubingh, Missy Van with both barrels loaded, looking to
Solkema, Rachelle Brower, Pam De avenge last year's loss to Dordt. For
Boer, Molanie Wolterink, Ana Maria the first half Loras seemed to have the
Wilems, Heidi Siebring, and Sally upper hand. But Dordt, known for
their come-from-behind spurts in the
A1ferink.
second half, tied the game 2-2 at the
end of regulation time. For the second
time this season, Dordt's endurance
pulled them through in overtime to
win 3-2. Phouang Nonginthirath
found the back of the net twice and
had the game winning goal while De
Jong also added one.
Dordt then faced a team that had

Season over for women's tennis
by Steve Hoogland
Coach Len Rhoda describes his
women's tennis team as "a young team
which made a lot of progress in a short
period of time." Since they play only
six weeks, the women's tennis season
is ilready over. The team had only
two' returning members from last
season and according to Rhoda, "[The
team] became very competitive in a
short period of time."
The Lady Defenders fmished with
one win and four losses but came
close in two others including the finals
against Buena Vista. Their only win
was against Northwestern in a well-
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humiliated
them a year before,
Pillsbury Baptist. The match turned
out to be a grodge match, but skill and
discipline kept the game in Dordt's
hands as they pulled off a 2-1 victory.
Goals were scored by Middel and Jeff
Weesies. Goalkeeper Todd Eriksen

had nine saves.
The following day,Saturday, October
I,Dordt hosted Bethany Lutheran but,
despite a hard fought game, lost 3-2.
Scoring goals were Colyn and
Delong,
During Tri-State the Defenders
bounced back the following weekend
on a three-game
road trip in
Minneapolis, winning all three games,
After a lackluster performance against
SI. Paul Bible College, Dordt won 4-2.
Dordt shined in a 3-1 win over an
over-confident
Bethel
College.
Dordt's passing game was in top form
as they blitzkrieged Bethel's defense.
Against Northwestern
College of
Minneapolis.
Dordt again proved
superior, winning 2-1, but the wear of
three games in a row began to show as
tired legs could muster only two goals.
In the three games Middel had 4
goals, including a hat trick against St.
Paul. Colyn had 3 goals and 3 assists,
while Weesies and Phouang also
added goals.
.
This weekend Dordt takes on UNO
at Omaha and Wartburg here in Sioux
Center.

Soccer (9·2)

Volleyball (8·10)
Northwestern 3

Midland Luth. 3
Dordl3
Dordl3
Morningside 3

Dordt D
DordtO
Wayne Stale 2

Dordld
Dordl3
Dordt Z

NW MissouriSt. U. 2

Beth. Luth3
Dord'd

Briar elifn
Dordl3

Dordt2
DordtO
Sioux Falls College 0

Wayne State3

DordtO

Dord,3
Dordl2

Concordia 0

Lor as 2
Pillsbury Bap. I
Dordt2

SI. Paul Bible 2
Bethell
Northwestern I

